Introduction:  Irv Gornstein, Executive Director Supreme Court Institute

Topic I:  Fourth Amendment:  Presented by Associate Dean Julie O’Sullivan

*United States v. Jones* (whether the Fourth Amendment requires the police to obtain a warrant before placing a GPS tracking device on a person’s car)

*Florence v. Board of Chosen Freeholders of the County Burlington* (whether the Fourth Amendment permits a jail to conduct a suspicionless strip search of individual arrested for minor offense)

Topic II:  Business:  Presented by Professor Neal Katyal

*FCC v. Fox* (whether television indecency laws violate the First Amendment)

*Golan v. Holder* (whether taking works out of the public domain violates the Copyright Clause or the First Amendment)

*Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Lab.* (whether a patent may be claimed for correlations between blood test results and patient health)

Topic III:  Labor:  Presented by Professor Michael Gottesman and Professor Nina Pillard

*Hosanna-Tabor v. EEOC* (Whether the First Amendment gives religious associations immunity from claims of discrimination by religious school teachers)

*Coleman v. Md. Court of Appeals* (whether Congress constitutionally abrogated state immunity from suit when it enacted sick leave provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act)

*Knox v. Service Employees Int’l Union* (whether state may condition employment on union assessment without advance notice and opportunity to opt out)

Topic IV:  Separation of Powers:  Presented by Professor Martin Lederman

*Zivotofsky v. Clinton* (whether judiciary may enforce passport statute directing Secretary of State to record Israel as the place of birth of a person born in Jerusalem)

*Douglas v. Independent Living Center* (whether Supremacy Clause provides a cause of action to enjoin state law that violates federal funding statute)
Topic V: Cases On the Horizon

*Thomas More Law Center v. Obama* (whether the individual mandate in the Affordable Care Act is constitutional): **Presented by Professor Nina Pillard**

*Fisher v. University of Texas* (whether use of race as a factor in university admissions violates equal protection): **Presented by Professor Michael Gottesman**

*U.S. v. Alvarez* (whether statute making it a crime to falsely represent the award of a military medal violates the First Amendment): **Presented by Professor Martin Lederman**

*Kiobel, et al., v Royal Dutch Petroleum* (whether corporations can be liable for human rights violations): **Presented by Professor Nina Pillard**

*Arizona v. U.S* (whether state enforcement of federal immigration requirements is preempted): **Presented by Irv Gornstein**